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the worldly goods were endowed. . . , Intervals between
prayers and in the signature of rambling documents were
punctuated by shots on all sides of the British Legation.
We drank just as much as was good for us but less than
the Abyssinians, and drove round the grounds of the
Legation in the old pick-up, with Taylor, Roberts, the Padre,
Lolita, and Don Lee performing on the hunting-horn used
on Plughole days
Then we went back into the town again.
I do not remember much about that afternoon because,
as I suppose, I was in a rather fuddled condition. We
spent a long time at Mohamedally's, partly because we were
stacking up the lorry with food for the refugees and the
horses (and Mohamedally's was the only store of food still
intact and defended in Addis). And partly because a mild
attack was launched on the place when we were inside it.
I remember, vaguely, supporting myself with one hand
on the iron bars of 'Mohamedally's front window and
emptying a revolver at a lot ofshiftas who were taking cover
in the smoking market place across the road. My stark
courage at this moment astounds me, but I am relieved to
think that it was mostly Dutch. After all I had just been
married, a white carnation was in my buttonhole, and my
sense of responsibility was clouded by the usual liquid
consequences of the event.
When I grew tired of standing, I shot from a chair.
But, as I say, I do not remember much, and I do not know
if I sat shooting at anything in particular.
As we drove back slowly through the crumbled town,
where the bodies were now smelling rank indeed, we
noticed that the shiftas were gathering in large parties on
lorries, and that they seemed to be assembling machine-
guns in strength. But they did not fire at us as we drove
past, marking them.
That evening, they began their attacks on the Legation
quarter in an organised band.
The French Legation and the Turks, it is true, had
already been attacked, the first on Saturday and the second
on Sunday. But the French had been specially singled
out by the young Ethiopians for a political vengeance :

